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System of inheritance bankruptcy is a kind of bankruptcy proceedings projected 
for inheritance to balance all the parties’ benefits when the bankruptcy cause of 
inheritance happens. As an ancient and dynamic system, Roman law which is the 
origin of the system is rich in profound meaning and delicate design. Later 
generations develop respectively distinctive process mode on the basis of relative 
Roman law system. 
The first part, research overview, comprehensively describes available literature 
and instances of legislation on system of inheritance bankruptcy to locate this paper in 
the whole academic system. 
The second part, essential issues on system of inheritance bankruptcy, deals with 
problems about system of inheritance bankruptcy to clarify the content and 
significance of this topic. The problems include concept, characteristic and idea of 
inheritance bankruptcy. 
The third part, system of inheritance bankruptcy, gives text analysis on the 
history and development of system of inheritance bankruptcy in Roman law. Section 
one is about the origins and evolution of Roman law, trying to restore the setup 
procedure of system of inheritance bankruptcy. Section two is about the types of 
Roman inheritance bankruptcy, trying to unscramble the coping approach of Romans 
in daily life of law. Section three is about the revivification of system of inheritance 
bankruptcy by analyzing original texts and relative literature in Roman law. 
The forth part, legal mechanism studies on system of inheritance bankruptcy of 
different nations in later generation, focuses on legislation of several main countries 
in system of inheritance bankruptcy in order to complete the analysis in category and 
rule. Section two proposes solutions to questions of reality, analyses the current 













to perfect the future legislation of our country and promote the progress of judicial 
system. 
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